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PARK(ing) Day



Arbor Day



Nature Rx



Sustainable Landscape Trail
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Eddy Gate to Schwartz 
Plaza

Issue:  Creating a more meaningful 
purpose and experience at Eddy Gate 
is a top landscape improvement 
initiative.   There are preliminary 
sketches to create a more pedestrian 
path and plaza at the gate and 
enhance the walkway and amenity to 
Cascadilla Hall and the greater 
College town experience.
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Eddy Gate Site



Eddy Gate Site



Olin – Uris Library Plaza

Issue:  This prominent, centrally-
located gathering space is in need of 
redesign to enhance the function, 
accessibility, aesthetics and 
landscape of this historic campus 
crossroads.  The current worn, 
“asphalt parking lot appearance” 
would be upgraded into an 
attractively landscaped pedestrian-
oriented plaza with generous use of 
raised, multi-seasonal flower displays 
and low seat walls to compliment Ho 
Plaza, McGraw Tower, and our grand 
Arts Quad. 
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Uris Eyebrow Overlook

Issue:  This is one of the great views 
on campus, but there is no place to 
sit, the asphalt path is narrow and 
patched and the heavy guard rail  
impacts the view. A paved seating 
and gathering area and ornamental 
plantings will make this spectacular 
vista a favored destination on campus 
for all.
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Ag Quad Site



Biology Quad Site



Biology Quad Site
Interactive Art Installation
Pollinator Garden
Educational Component



What new opportunities are there to 
engage our students 

in our landscape and planning?
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